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In order to obtain motion with large travel and high precision, the micro-drive system is used to compensate for the motion error
of the macro-drive system in the macro/micro dual-drive system. )e research on the micro-drive rotary system lags behind the
micro-drive linear system, so it is of great significance to study the designing and error compensation performance of a precision
micro-drive rotary system. In this paper, a precision micro-drive rotary system is designed, the error compensation scheme of the
system is proposed, and the system feasibility in design and error compensation is tested by FEM simulation analysis and
performance experiments. Firstly, a precision micro-drive rotary system is designed to provide high-precision rotary motion,
which consists of a micro rotary mechanism and PZT. In the system, the micro rotary mechanism is developed based on the
compound motion principle of flexure hinge, which can accurately transform an input of linear motion into an output of rotary
motion according to a certain relationship. Secondly, for finishing the error compensation scheme of the system, the maximum
compensation modifier θmax′ is proposed based on the analysis of error compensation equations of point-to-point motion and
continuous motion. Finally, in order to facilitate the use of engineering, the driven voltage equation of error compensation is
derived by the error compensation performance experiment. )e simulation and experiment results indicate that both the design
and error-compensation-range of the system satisfy the needs of practical application.

1. Introduction

Mechanical equipment manufacturing is the key of the
manufacturing industry. Because the precision requirements
of mechanical systems in the modern industry continually
improve, the machining precision and motion precision
requirements of equipment manufacturing mechanical
systems continually increase [1–3]. At present, precision and
ultra-precision processing technologies are important real-
ization methods of mechanical equipment precision
manufacturing [4–10]. )e precision feed technology is an
important realization method of ultra-precision processing
technology [11–13]. In addition, the macro/micro dual-drive
system solves the contradiction between large-motion travel

and high motion precision, which can provide motion with
large travel and high precision. )e macro/micro dual-drive
system has been widely used in high-technology fields such
as the advanced war industry, biological medicine, and
precision electronics [14–19].

In the macro/micro dual-drive system, as macro-actu-
ators (i.e., direct drive motor) have their own defects such as
vibration and motion pulse error, the macro-drive system
can only provide large-travel displacement, but it cannot
provide motion in ultrahigh precision (i.e., nanometer level
or sub-arc-second level) even after error compensation.
However, a micro-drive system can reach ultra-high pre-
cision because of ultra-precision drive by micro-actuators
and the good transmission performance of the micro
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mechanism. )e micro-drive system can compensate for the
motion error of the macro-drive system with a higher
precision level, so the macro/micro dual-drive system can
provide motion with large travel and high precision [20–23].
By providing accurate motion based on the compound
motion principle of the flexure hinge, the micro-mechanism
is the core part of the micro-drive system [24–27].)erefore,
it is necessary to study the performance of the micro-drive
system.

In recent years, many scholars studied the micro-drive
system, and they mainly focused on certain research areas,
such as mechanical structure design, structure optimization,
dynamic analysis, and practical application. A precision
MEMS (Micro-electromechanical System) mechanism with
six degrees of freedoms was designed, which can be applied
to electron transport micro-scopes with the size of
10 μm× 20 μm× 0.2 μm; in addition, the mechanism has
realized precision rotary motion in three-dimensional space
[28]. A bridge micro-mechanism with three degrees of
freedoms was developed, and the Z direction of the
mechanism has high stiffness and stability, which can resist
large external thrust. )e structure of the mechanism was
optimized by the sequential quadratic rule, and the exper-
iment results show that the optimization method is very
effective [29]. A flexible micro-mechanism with two-di-
rectional rotary motion driven by Giant Magnetostrictive
Actuator was proposed, and the dynamic model of mech-
anism parameters was given based on the dynamic model
establishment [30]. A new chip-level comb-drive magnifying
micro-drive platform with three degrees of freedom (X-, Y-,
and Z-directions) was designed, and the platform can
achieve large displacements of 25.2 µm in x-direction, 20.4
µm in y-direction, and 58.5 µm in z-direction [31]. A new
compliant mechanism constituted by flexure hinges with
two-straight circular and multinotched was mentioned,
whose structure optimization was accomplished using the
topological method; the mechanism performances were
analyzed by the finite element method, including the stiff-
ness, rotary precision, and horizontal stress, and the analysis
results show that the mechanism performances are excellent
[32]. A fully compliant, potentially monolithic, power
transmission mechanism, which can rectify a large lateral
offset between two parallel rotational axes, was developed;
the internal stiffness is removed by static balancing and
results in a statically balanced compliant transmission
mechanism, that is, with zero actuation stiffness [33].

At present, the research on the micro-drive system
mainly concentrates on linear motion, and many studies
have been used in production [34–36]. However, research on
the micro-drive rotary system is rare, and the positional
accuracy is concentrated on the arc-second (″) level [37, 38].
)erefore, a new micro-mechanism is badly in need of
transforming the linear motion into rotary motion with
high-precision, and then we can obtain high-precision ro-
tary motion based on the ultra-high precision of linear
motion. In this paper, a micro rotary system is designed
which can solve the low-precision problem of the rotary
system. In this system, a new micro rotary mechanism is
developed based on the compound motion principle of

flexure hinge, and an ultra-high-precision PZT as micro-
actuators to drive the micro-mechanism.

Additionally, the error compensation performance of the
micro-drive rotary system can directly affect the motion
precision of the macro/micro dual-drive rotary system.
)erefore, it is significant to design an error compensation
analysis for the micro-drive rotary system.

A precision micro rotary system is designed to obtain the
rotary motion with high precision. )e precision micro
rotary system could convert the linear displacement into the
rotary displacement accurately, thus solving the problem of
low precision of rotary motion and proposing the error
compensation scheme of the system.

)e driven voltage equation of error compensation is
derived by the error compensation performance experiment.
)e simulation and experiment results show that both the
design and error compensation performance of the system
satisfy the needs of practical application. )is study has
reference significance to research on design and error
compensation performance of the micro-drive rotary
system.

)e rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
introduces the design of the micro-drive rotary system. )e
error compensation scheme of the system is given in Section
3. In Section 4, strength and modal analysis of the system by
FEM simulation are finished. Section 5 carries out modal
and error compensation performance experiments and
analyzes results. )e conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2. Design of the Micro-Drive Rotary System

At the macro/micro dual-drive system, the macro-drive
system provides the motion with large travel, and the micro-
drive system compensates the position error of the macro-
drive system; therefore, the macro/micro dual-drive system
has high-precision and large-travel motion. To develop a
macro/micro dual-drive rotary system with high precision
and large travel, a precision micro-drive rotary system is
designed, and the system uses the PZTas a micro-actuator to
drive the micro rotary mechanism to obtain high-precision
rotary motion. )e micro-drive rotary system is shown in
Figure 1.

2.1. 1e Micro Rotary Mechanism. When a flexible material
is stressed, the flexure hinge will produce minor deforma-
tion, which can realize the transmission motion and guiding
motion; this principle is the compound motion principle of
the flexure hinge. )e transmission motion amplifies or
reduces an input motion with a certain ratio, and trans-
mission motion can also sometimes transform motion be-
tween linear and rotary with a certain relationship. )e
guiding motion guides the direction of motion by flexure
hinges, which can ensure that there is a displacement of
motion only in motion direction, and there is no non-
motion direction displacement during motion.

In this paper, a micro rotary mechanism with single-
DOF symmetric drive and guiding and transformation is
designed based on the compound motion principle of
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flexure hinge, which can accurately transform the input of
linear motion into an output of rotary motion according to a
certain relationship (i.e., realize the accurate transformation
of Δu to Δθ). )e micro rotary mechanism is shown in
Figure 2, and the stereogram of the mechanism is shown in
Figure 2(a). )e micro rotary mechanism consists of four
parts: a, b, c, and d. Part a consists of the connecting element
between macro-drive and micro-drive, which is the element
that connects themotion of themacro-drive with themotion
of the micro-drive. Part b is the input motion element of the
micro-drive, which brings the input linear motion (Δu) of
PZT to the micro rotary mechanism. Part c is the flexure
hinge element, which transforms and guides. Part d is the
output motion element, which delivers the output rotary
motion (Δθ) of the micro rotary mechanism to the rotary
workbench.

)e structure and working principle of the micro rotary
mechanism as shown in Figure 2(b); there are 26 flexure
hinge elements in the x-y plane with symmetrical distri-
bution about center point 0, and the 26 flexure hinge ele-
ments having the same size are numbered as shown in
Figure 2(b). Because the mechanism has a symmetrical
structure, it is feasible only to study the top half of the
mechanism when we analyze its working condition. )e
symmetrical structure parts of a contain a1 (at the left half
parts of the mechanism) and a2 (at the right half parts of the
mechanism). Similarly, b contains b1 (at the top half of the
mechanism) and b2 (at the bottom half of the mechanism),
and d contains d1 (at the top half of the mechanism) and d2
(at the bottom half of the mechanism). )e pivots of flexure
hinges 2, 6, 8, 11, and 13 are connected with a. a1 and a2 are
each fixed by 3M4 socket head cap screws (the six screws are
simplified for simple construction). )e pivots of flexure
hinges 3 and 5 are connected with d1, and d1 and d2 are each
connected with the rotary workbench by 3 M4 socket head
cap screws (the six screws are simplified for simple

construction). )e pivots of flexure hinges 1, 4, 7, 9, 10, and
12 are connected with b1. )e connecting rod 123 (which
consists of points 1, 2, and 3; other connecting rods are
similarly defined) completes the transform from linear
motion to rotary motion. Flexure hinges 6–13 complete the
guiding for the mechanism, and the mechanism will have no
non-motion direction displacement (the y-axis is the motion
direction). Flexure hinges 4 and 5 are used to balance the x-
direction force and moment because flexure hinge 1 moves
around the pivot of flexure hinge 2, while the mechanism is
working.

We establish the rectangular coordinate system as shown
in Figure 2(b). When PZT has a micro-drive displacement
Δu along the forward direction of the y axle, part b1 has
displacement Δu. Simultaneously, the pivots of flexure
hinges 1 and 4 have x-axle displacement Δu, and after the
motion, the pivot of flexure hinges 1 and 4 will move to 1′
and 4′.)e pivot of flexure hinges 3 and 5 will move to 3′ and
5′; because they are constrained by part d1, the distance
between 3′ and center point 0 is equal to the distance from 3
to center point 0 (distance r is constant). As constrained by
parts b1 and d1, at connecting rod 123, l12 (length from point
1 to point 2) will shorten, l23 (length from point 2 to point 3)
will elongate, l13 (length from point 1 to point 3) = l1′3′
(length from point 1′ to point 3′), and the location of point 3′
can be calculated. )e included angle is between L03 (the
connect line from point 0 to point 3) and L03′ (the connect
line from point 0 to point 3′), and the angle is the output
rotary motion displacement (Δθ).

Additionally, because the mechanism has a symmetrical
structure, the bottom half of the mechanism has the identical
output rotary motion displacement (Δθ) driven by PZTwith
an input linear motion displacement (Δu). )is motion
process of the mechanism will accurately transform the
input linear motion (Δu) to the output rotary motion (Δθ).
)e PZT will not bear the force or torque with non-motion
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Figure 1: )e micro-drive rotary system. (a) Schematic diagram of the micro-drive rotary system. (b) Picture of the micro-drive rotary
system. (1) )e micro rotary mechanism. (2) Gasket. (3) PZT (piezoelectric actuator). (4) Fixing sleeve.
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direction, and the mechanism does not have non-motion
direction displacement, which can ensure the precision and
stationary of the mechanism motion.

2.2. Micro Actuators. Two common micro-actuators are
PZT (piezoelectric actuator) and GMA (giant magneto-
strictive actuator). )e motion accuracy of PZT is higher
than that of GMA.

PZT is one kind of themicro-drivers, which works on the
principle inverse piezoelectric effect of piezoelectric mate-
rials, and PZT can produce displacement of several mi-
crometers to tens of micrometers. Because of advantages
such as high precision, rapid response, small size, and large-
output-force, PZT has been used widely in fields such as the
advanced war industry, biological medicine, precision
electronics, intelligent robot, and precision machinery.
According to the parameter demand of this system, such as
the size of the driver, driving force, and driving displace-
ment, the model of the high-precision PZT is P-235.1S of PI
Company; the PZT is shown in Figure 3. )e main pa-
rameters of the PZTare shown in Table 1, closed-loop travel
is 15 μm, the closed-loop resolution is 0.3 nm, and the drive
frequency is 300Hz.

)e micro rotary mechanism is designed as shown in
Section 2.1, and the mechanism is processed by wire-elec-
trode cutting with the spring steel material 60Si2Mn. )e
micro-drive rotary system is developed as shown in Figure 1,
and the fixed part and gasket are designed to connect two
ends of the PZT to the micro rotary mechanism.

3. Error Compensation Scheme of the Micro-
Drive Rotary System

)e error compensation scheme of the micro-drive rotary
system can directly affect the motion performance of the

macro/micro dual-drive system, so it is important to study
the scheme.

Two motion methods of the macro/micro dual-drive
system are point-to-point motion and continuous motion.
In the point-to-point motion, the motions of the macro-
drive and micro-drive are out-of-sync: the micro-drive
system compensates for the motion error of the macro-drive
system after the macro-drive system finishes its motion. In
continuous motion, the motions of the macro-drive and
micro-drive are synchronous: the micro-drive system
compensates for the motion error of the macro-drive system
when the macro-drive system is moving.

To calculate the motion error of the macro-drive rotary
system, we detect n points in the entire circumference within
360 degrees; the angular position and angular error of the i th
point are xi and θi; and the error of the point is (xi, θi).

Hence, we have the following equation:

xi � (i − 1)Pi + x0, (1)

where x0 is the angular value of the initial point, xi is the
angular value of the i th detection point, and Pi is the angular
distance between the i th and (i − 1) th detection points.

If the ith detection point is detected q times, the de-
tection error θi of the detection points is

θi �
1
q



q

j�1
θij, (2)

where j is the j th time detection in the q times at the i th
detection point.

3.1. Point-to-Point Motion. )e error compensation equa-
tion of the point-to-point motion is

θ + θ′ � 0, (3)
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Figure 2: )e micro rotary mechanism. (a) )e stereogram of the mechanism. (b) Working principle of the micro rotary mechanism.
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where θ and θ′ are the error matrix and compensation
modifier matrix of each point, θ � θ0 θ1 . . . θi . . . θn 

T,
θ′ � − θ0 − θ1 . . . − θi . . . − θn 

T.
)e precision evaluation of error compensation for

equation (3) is

σ2 �
S

n − 2
, (4)

where σ is the residual variance, s is the residual sum of
squares, and n is the number of the detection points.

)is motion can be compensated by the pitch com-
pensation method and backlash compensation method, and
the maximum compensation modifier is

θmax′ � max − θ0


 − θ1


 . . . − θi


 . . . − θn


 . (5)

3.2. Continuous Motion. )e error compensation equation
of continuous motion is a curvilinear equation, and the
equation between xi and θi is

θ � f(x). (6)

If θi, which are the errors of each point xi, are known,
then the data array θ � f(x)(x � x0, x1, . . . , xn) is known.

If there is an m-order polynomial of Pm(x) � 
m
k�0 akxk

(m< n), to minimize R � 
n
i�0 [f(xi) − Pm(xi)]

2, Pm(xi) is
the fitting polynomial of (x) using the least square method.

)us, the problem of continuous motion modeling
becomes the problem of solving the least square solution
about ak(k � 0, 1, . . . , m) in the following equation:



m

k�0
akx

k
i � θi, (i � 0, 1, . . . , n, n>m). (7)

If ak is a variable, equation (7) can be transformed to the
following matrix equation:

1 x0 x
2
0 . . . x

m
0

1 x1 x
2
1 . . . x

m
1

. . .

1 xn x
2
n . . . x

m
n
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Figure 3: PZT model is P235.1S. (a) PZT structure dimension drawing. (b) )e picture of the PZT.

Table 1: Main parameters of the P235.1S PZT.

Index Parameter
Length 55mm
Cylinder diameter 49.8mm
Closed-loop travel 15 μm
Resolution 0.3 nm
Linearity 0.2%
Static large-signal stiffness 860N/m
Operating voltage 0–10V
Maximum push 30000N
Maximum pull 3500N
Shear force limit 707N
Torque limit 2Nm
Maximum motion frequency 300Hz
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which is a hyperpositive definite equation and its corre-
sponding normal equation is

m + 1 
n

i�0
xi 

n

i�0
x
2
i . . . 

n

i�0
x

m
i



n

i�0
xi 

n
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. (9)

)en, ak can be solved using equation (9), and the fitting
polynomial of f(x) using the least square method is ana-
lyzed as

Pm(x) � a0 + a1x + a2x
2

+ · · · + amx
m

, (10)

which is the error model of continuous motion. )e error
compensation equation of continuous motion is

θ′(x) � − Pm(x) � − a0 − a1x − a2x
2

− · · · − amx
m

. (11)

)is motion can be compensated by coupling the error
compensation equation (11) with the control program of
systemmotion, and the maximum compensation modifier is

θmax′ � − Pm xi( 


max. (12)

4. Simulation and Analysis

4.1. Strength Analysis. In the strength analysis of the micro-
drive rotary system, because the PZT has sufficiently large
stiffness (the PZT can bear a maximum thrust of 3000N), it
just needs to check whether the strength of the micro rotary
mechanism satisfies the material requirement under the
maximum driving displacement by PZT. In this paper, the
strength of the micro rotary mechanism is analyzed by the
statics module of FEM software.

By importing the 3D model of the micro rotary
mechanism into the finite element software, we obtain that
the radius and minimum thickness of the flexure hinges are
3mm and 1mm, and the size of the mechanism is
160mm× 150mm× 50mm (length×width× height). We
select the parameters of 60Si2Mn as the material properties
of the mechanism. To conveniently apply loading to the
mechanism, we made an imprint face in the mechanism and
fit its structure for the inner surface between the mechanism
and the PZT. For meshing, we mesh the entire mechanism
using the method of free meshing. )en, we refine the grid
cell for 52 cylinders of flexure hinges with 0.5mm mesh.
After meshing, in the meshing model, the number of nodes
is 527148; the number is 327190. During loading, we apply a
fixed constraint on the 6 threaded hole cylinders of M4 in
part a. )e maximum displacement of the PZT is 15 μm, so
the y-positive-direction and y-negative-direction

displacements with 7.5 μm are loaded at the position of the
imprint face, and the preparation of FEM analysis is shown
in Figure 4.

)e maximum simulation stress of the micro rotary
mechanism is shown in Figure 5, and the maximum stress of
the mechanism is 30.964MPa.

)e allowable stress of the material is

[σ] �
σs

λ
. (13)

)e yield limit σ of 60Si2Mn is 1176MPa, and the safety
factor λ is 1.5. Substituting the values of σs and λ into
equation (13), we calculate that the material allowable stress
[σ] is 784MPa.)emaximum stress of themicromechanism
is 30.964MPa, which is far less than the allowable stress of
the material.

According to the finite element analysis of statics, the
maximum stress of the micro rotary mechanism during
movement is far less than the allowable stress of the material,
which indicates that the mechanism structure design is
reasonable, and the mechanism satisfies the demand of the
material strength check.

4.2. Modal Analysis. To determine whether the mechanism
mechanism will cause resonance during motion and find the
suitable work frequency range of the mechanism, it is
necessary to analyze the inherent frequency of the micro-
mechanism in its work environment. In this paper, the
modal performance of the mechanism is analyzed by the
dynamic modules of the FEM.

)e modal analysis of the mechanism using the dynamic
module of the FEM software, the modeling, and meshing of
the mechanism are similar to the strength analysis (as in
Section 4.1), and results as shown in Figure 6, because values
of the first 6 orders are close to 0, the 7th–12th orders can be
regarded as the first 6 orders, and the first 6 orders of in-
herent frequency of the mechanism are shown in Figure 6.

)e simulation results indicate that the micro-drive rotary
systemwill cause no resonance duringmotion because the drive
frequency of the PZT (drive frequency is 300Hz) does not
coincide with each order of inherent frequency of the
mechanism.
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5. Experimental Verification

5.1. Modal Experiment. In the free dynamic experiment of
the mechanism, the main experiment test apparatus is the
dynamic test control analysis system produced by M+ P
company, and other corollary equipment includes the data
collection sensor, high-precision hammer of PCB, and
elastic rope. To avoid the effect of the external environment,
the dynamic experiment of the mechanism is finished using
the free hanging method. In this experiment, the mechanism
with free hanging is knocked by a high-precision hammer of
PCB, and the test data is recorded by the dynamic test
control analysis system. )e free dynamic experiment of the
mechanism is performed as shown in Figure 7, and the test
result of the experiment is shown in Figure 8.

)e first six orders of inherent frequency of the mech-
anism are analyzed by the dynamic modules of the FEM

software (as in Section 4.2) and free dynamic experiment
results are shown in Figure 9.

)e simulation and experiment results of the mechanism
modal show two conclusions can be drawn as follows:

(1) )e maximum error between the two analysis
methods is 6.52%, which shows that the simulation
and experiment results are similar and accurate, and
the system has excellent modal performance because
the first-order inherent frequency of the mechanism
is approximately 230Hz.

(2) )e micro-drive system is driven by a PZT of model
P-235.1S, which is produced by PI Company, and the
drive frequency of the PZT is 300Hz. )e second- and
third-order inherent frequencies of the mechanism are
267.19Hz and 925.00Hz. )erefore, the micro-drive
rotary system will cause no resonance during motion.
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Figure 4: )e preparation of FEM analysis. (a) Importing model. (b) Meshing. (c) Constraint condition. (d) Loading.
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5.2. Error Compensation Performance Experiment. )e mi-
cro-drive rotary system has different motion performance in
the environment of the macro/micro dual-drive system and
just micro-drive. To test the error compensation

performance of the micro-drive rotary system, the experi-
ment should be in the environment of the macro/micro
dual-drive system. In this experiment, the function between
driven voltage U of the PZT and output motion Δθ of the

0.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

12.

250.

500.

750.

1141.7

Figure 6: )e first six-order (7th–12th) inherent frequency of the mechanism.
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Figure 5: )e maximum simulation stress of the micro rotary mechanism. (a) Loading displacements. (b) Result of simulation.
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Figure 7: Free dynamic experiment of the mechanism. (1) Rubber rope. (2) Data acquisition front end. (3) Computer. (4) PCB high
precision hammer. (5) Micro rotation mechanism. (6) )e dynamic test control analysis system.
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micro-drive rotary system is analyzed, and driven voltage U
matching a known error compensation Δθ can be solved by
the function.

To prevent external factors such as vibration and tem-
perature variation from affecting the experiment results, the
error compensation experiment is finished at a vibration
isolation platform of the thermostatic laboratory.

In the error compensation experiment, the main ex-
periment test apparatus includes the micro rotary mecha-
nism, PZT, dual-frequency laser interferometer (model
XL80 of Renishaw Company), control system of PMAC,
direct drive motor (model DM1C-004 of Yokogawa Com-
pany), and experiment box. )e error compensation

experiment is shown in Figure 10. )e temperature com-
pensating sensor and humidity compensation sensor are
installed on the two sides of the experiment box. In the
environment of vibration isolation, constant temperature,
and constant humidity, the output motion Δθ of the micro-
drive rotary system is detected by the dual-frequency laser
interferometer when the system is driven with driven voltage
U. )e piezoelectric actuator is used for closed-loop feed-
back. Specifically, the precision displacement sensor inside
the piezoelectric actuator is used for closed-loop feedback.

)e range of driven voltage U of the PZT is 0–10V
(because the PZT requires a small length to preload before
working, and the maximum driven voltage U is 9.8 V as
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tested). To have a similar amount of elongation and
shortening of PZT, the initial driven voltage U of the PZT is
set to 5V.)emicro-drive rotary system can compensate the
macro-drive rotary system with positive error and negative
error. In the experiment, the PZT is controlled by closed-
loop control, the motor is stopping but under servo status to
ensure motion in the environment of the macro/micro dual-
drive system. )e driven voltage U of the PZT is set to 5V,
and the current position of the calibration axis is set to the
initial position (i.e., we define the position of the system with
driven voltage U of 5V as the standard position). )en, we
detect the output motion Δθ of the micro-drive rotary
system in the ascent stage (driven voltage U is 5–9.8 V) and
declining stage (driven voltage U is 5–0V) using the dual-
frequency laser interferometer, and the experiment results
are shown in Figure 11.

To conveniently compensate for the errors of the micro-
drive rotary system, the motion of the system in the ascent
stage and declining stage is linearly fitted according to the
experiment result. )e fitted equations are the equations of
U with error compensation. )e linear-fitting of U and Δθ is
shown in Figure 12.

)e linear fit equation of the micro-drive rotary system
in the ascent stage is

U � 1.498Δθ + 5.03. (14)

)e linearity of the linear equation is 0.9985.
)e linear fit equation of the micro-drive rotary system

in the declining stage is

U � 1.596Δθ + 4.82. (15)

)e linearity of the linear equation is 0.9952.

When themicro-drive rotary system is compensating the
errors of the macro-drive rotary system, if the required
compensation angle Δθ is positive, the driven voltage U can
be calculated by equation (14) to be 5–9.8V. If the required
compensation angle Δθ is negative, the driven voltage U can
be calculated by equation (15) to be 5–0V.

In order to facilitate the use of engineering, according to
equations (14) and (15), if the initial driven voltage is a
common value of X (0≤X≤ 9.8), the driven voltage (U)
equation of error compensation is

U �
1.498Δθ + X + 0.03 (0≤Δθ≤ 6.1 − 0.62X, ascent stage)

1.596Δθ + X − 0.18 (− 0.62X≤Δθ≤ 0, declining stage).


(16)

In equation (16), the unit of voltage is volt (V), and the
unit of error compensation angle Δθ is arc-second (″). And
when 0≤X≤ 9.8, − 0.62X≤Δθ≤ 6.1–0.62X.

Equation (16) is the driven voltage (U) equation of error
compensation when the initial driven voltage is X.

)e error compensation performance experiment results
show two conclusions can be drawn as follows:

(1) )e driven voltage equation of error compensation is
derived based on the experiment result, and the
driven voltage U can be calculated by equation (16)
when 0≤X≤ 9.8 (X is the initial driven voltage).

(2) )e micro-drive rotary system can satisfy the error
compensation demand of the macro-/micro dual-
drive system, and the error compensation perfor-
mance of the system is excellent. According to
equation (16), the maximum error compensation
angle (Δθmax) of the micro-drive rotary system is 6.1″.
In the macro/micro dual-drive system, the macro-

62 4 531
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Figure 10: Compensation performance test diagram of the fretting rotary system. (1) PZT. (2) MirrorI. (3) Calibration shaft. (4) Mirror II.
(5) Fixed clamp. (6) Experiment box. (7) Control system of PMAC. (8) Computer. (9) Diver of direct drive motor. (10) Dual-frequency laser
interferometer. (11) Vibration isolation.
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drive system is driven by a direct drive motor of model
DM1C− 004, and the maximum positive and maxi-
mum negative errors of the motor are 2.0″ and − 2.7″.
According to equations (5) and (12), the maximum
compensation modifier (θmax′ ) is 2.7″. As Δθmax>θmax′ ,
the system can meet the error compensation demand
in practical application.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, a new precision micro-drive rotary system is
designed in order to obtain a high-precision rotarymotion, the
error compensation scheme of the system is proposed, and the
system design and error compensation performances are
verified by FEM simulation and experiments.

In the micro-drive rotary system, the micro rotary
mechanism is driven by the PZT (the drive precision of PZT

at 0.1 nm level). )e system can accurately transform linear
motion into rotary motion; therefore, the low-precision of
micro rotary motion can be enhanced. According to sim-
ulation and experiments, the maximum stress of the
mechanism is far less than the allowable stress (30.964MPa)
of the material, and the micro-drive rotary system will cause
no resonance during motion.

)e error compensation equations (5) and (12) and the
driven voltage equation of error compensation (16) are
derived, and they are fit for engineering use. As the maxi-
mum error compensation angle (Δθmax) and the maximum
compensation modifier (θmax′ ) are 6.1″ and 2.7″, the micro-
drive rotary system can satisfy the error compensation
demand of the macro/micro dual-drive system.

)is study is beneficial to research on the micro-drive
rotary system with high-precision (such as precision in sub-
arc-second), and it is helpful to promote the development of
the macro/micro dual-drive technology. In addition, the
research results about error compensation of the system in
this paper are useful for engineering practice.
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